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INSTRUCTIONS 

Ensure teams have something to write with and something to write on. Pick one team, at random, to choose Water, Fire, 

Air, or Earth. Ask the chosen question; give teams 60 seconds to discuss and write down their answer. The team that is 

closest to the answer wins the tiebreak. 

 

—WATER— 

Pencil and paper ready. In a glitchless, vanilla playthrough of The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past, what is the absolute 

minimum number of rupees the player must spend in order to complete the game? 

 

ANSWER: 610 

[To beat the game, the player must buy Zora’s Flippers (500 rupees), pay Kiki the monkey to follow them (10 rupees), 

and pay Kiki to open the Palace of Darkness (100 rupees). Tell anyone who claims that a further 100 rupees are required 

to buy the Red Bomb to get the Silver Arrows that said Silver Arrows are not required to defeat Ganon, they just make it 

a lot quicker and easier.] 

 

 

—FIRE— 

Pencil and paper ready. In Quake 1, not counting the Axe, what is the total maximum ammo the player can carry at any 

one time—a sum of shotgun shells, nails, rockets, and electric charges? 

 

ANSWER: 500  

[100 shotgun shells, 200 nails, 100 rockets, and 100 electric charges.] 

 

 

—AIR— 

Pencil and paper ready. Counting Master materia, but not counting Huge Materia, how many different types of 

equippable materia are there in Final Fantasy 7? You should consider all Enemy Skill materia to be only a single type. 

 

ANSWER: 83 

[I’m not listing every single materia out here, just trust me, it’s 83.] 

 

 

—EARTH— 

Pencil and paper ready. If you are playing as the Night Elves in Warcraft 3, what is the total cost in gold to build one each 

of a Tree of Ages, a Tree of Eternity, and a Tree of Life? 

 

ANSWER: 990 

[320 for the Tree of Ages, 330 for the Tree of Eternity, 340 for the Tree of Life.] 
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